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Abstract
A three-dimensional constitutive model for skeletal muscle incorporating microstructural characteristics is
developed and numerically implemented in a general purpose ﬁnite element program. The proposed model
takes into account explicitly the volume fractions of muscle ﬁbers and connective tissue by using the Voigt
homogenization approach to bridge the diﬀerent length scales of the muscle structure. The model is used to
estimate the active and passive homogenized muscle response. Next, the model is validated by experimental
data and periodic three-dimensional unit cell calculations comprising various ﬁber volume fractions and
mechanical properties of the constituents. The model is found to be in very good agreement with both the
experimental data and the ﬁnite element results for all the examined cases. The inﬂuence of ﬁber volume
fraction and material properties of constituents on eﬀective muscle response under several loading conditions
is examined.
Keywords: muscle tissue, intramuscular connective tissue, muscle ﬁber, constitutive modeling, unit-cell,
ﬁnite element analysis

1. Introduction
Skeletal muscle is a complex hierarchical structure consisting of force-producing ﬁbers and connective
tissue. Each muscle ﬁber is surrounded by endomysium and a group of muscle ﬁbers is surrounded by
perimysium to form a muscle fascicle. The entire muscle volume is wrapped in an epimysial connective tissue
covering. Although the intramuscular connective tissue (endomysium, perimysium, epimysium) accounts
for only 1-10% of a healthy skeletal muscle volume (Kjær, 2004), several studies have shown that it plays
an important role in the muscle’s structural and functional characteristics, i.e. a) it adds to the passive
elastic response of the muscle (Trotter et al., 1995), b) it has a major contribution to myo-fascial force
transmission between neighboring ﬁbers and fascicles (Huijing, 1999), c) it is implicated in muscle diseases
(e.g. muscular dystrophy (Emery et al., 2002; Mann et al., 2011), spasticity (Lieber et al., 2003)), and
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immobilization (Jozsa et al., 1988), which certainly cause signiﬁcant alterations in the volume fractions
and/or the mechanical properties of the muscle constituents. Thus, both muscle ﬁbers and connective
tissue determine the overall properties of the whole muscle through their microstructural organization and
functional cooperation.
Most available computational models of skeletal muscle have simpliﬁed the muscle structure and behavior into a 1D lumped-parameter description of whole muscle contraction (e.g. Zajac, 1989) in order to
mainly study muscle-driven whole body movement. More recently, towards investigating complex structural
and functional aspects of skeletal muscle, three-dimensional tissue-level constitutive models were developed
based on the principles of continuum mechanics where muscle tissue is represented as a ﬁber-reinforced composite (e.g. Blemker et al., 2005; Ehret et al., 2011; Johansson et al., 2000; Lemos et al., 2004; Liang et al.,
2006; Martins et al., 1998; Röhrle and Pullan, 2007; Spyrou and Aravas, 2011). These models have led to
a better understanding of force distributions, internal tissue loadings, and shape deformations of speciﬁc
muscle structures (e.g. biceps brachii (Blemker et al., 2005), tibialis anterior (Lemos et al., 2004), masseter (Röhrle and Pullan, 2007), ankle plantar ﬂexors (Spyrou and Aravas, 2012), sartorius (Böl and Reese,
2008)) in the context of ﬁnite element analysis. Some attempts have also been made to include electrophysiological aspects of skeletal muscle in the constitutive description of the material’s behavior (Böl et al., 2011;
Heidlauf and Röhrle, 2014; Hernández-Gascón et al., 2013).
However, these models do not explicitly include any microstructural information associated with intramuscular connective tissue, such as geometry, mechanical properties, and volume fraction in the muscle.
Thus, new constitutive models have to be developed in order to provide insights into skeletal muscle’s macroscopic behavior upon tissue’s microstructural changes. Since these structural changes are mainly associated
with skeletal muscle diseases, such muscle models become more important because they may lead to a better
understanding of diseased muscles’ mechanical behavior. Only recently, microstructural models have been
developed to assess hypoxic damage in skeletal muscles (Ceelen et al., 2008) and estimate the macroscopic
along-ﬁber shear modulus of healthy (Sharaﬁ and Blemker, 2010) and diseased (Virgilio et al., 2015) muscles. While each one of these studies has its own signiﬁcant contribution to the understanding of the eﬀective
response of skeletal muscles, none of them leads to a tissue-level constitutive model of muscle that explicitly
includes microstructural information and which can then be used to investigate microstructural eﬀects on
the macroscopic behavior of 3D anatomical muscle structures.
In this work, we propose a simple homogenization model for the macroscopic response of skeletal muscle
along with an algorithm for its numerical implementation in a general purpose ﬁnite element program. The
macroscopic (homogenized) behavior of the skeletal muscle is obtained by employing the Voigt hypothesis
that the strain ﬁeld in the composite is uniform. Nonetheless, the present analytical and numerical models
are expected to shed light on how the macroscopic response of the skeletal muscle is aﬀected by its micromechanical and microstructural properties. More speciﬁcally, in Section 2 an analytical constitutive model for
2

skeletal muscle that takes into account the volume fractions and the material properties of its constituents
(muscle ﬁbers and connective tissue) is introduced. Subsequently, Section 3 presents in detail a ﬁnite element (FE) periodic unit-cell framework which will be used to calculate the homogenized muscle response
numerically. In Section 4 comparisons are performed between the analytical model predictions, experimental
data and the FE results under various loading conditions. Also, we conduct a number of parametric studies
in order to further investigate muscle’s macroscopic response upon micromechanical changes. The results of
the study and the main features of the model are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
2. The analytical model
Skeletal muscles may be viewed as composite materials consisting of muscle ﬁbers embedded in intramuscular connective tissue. Typically, the ﬁbers are approximately aligned and distributed in the transverse
plane at three well-separated length scales. The connective tissue surrounding the ﬁbers at the lowest, intermediate and highest length scale is referred to as the endomysium, perimysium, and epimysium, respectively.
These three types of tissue are also known collectively as the extracellular matrix (ECM).
In this work, we model skeletal muscle as a two-phase composite material made out of a large number of
homogeneous muscle ﬁbers (phase 1) surrounded by and perfectly bonded to a homogeneous ECM (phase 2).
The ﬁbers are further assumed to be aligned along a given direction m0 in the undeformed conﬁguration.
The details concerning the constitutive relations characterizing the material behavior of the constituent
phases are given in subsection 2.1, while the homogenization procedure used to obtain the macroscopic or
homogenized behavior of the composite skeletal muscle is discussed in subsection 2.2.
2.1. Constitutive relations for the phases
Following earlier work (e.g. Sharaﬁ and Blemker, 2010, 2011; Virgilio et al., 2015), we model the ECM
and the muscle ﬁbers as two diﬀerent, nearly incompressible, transversely isotropic solids, characterized by
the same symmetry axis m0 in the undeformed conﬁguration. In particular, we assume that the total true
stress tensor σ (r) at any given material point X in the continuum may be written as the sum of an isotropic
(r)

part σ i

(r)

and an anisotropic part σ a :
(r)

σ (r) = σ i

+ σ (r)
a ,

(1)

where the superscript r = 1 when X is in the ﬁber phase and r = 2 when X is in the ECM phase. In
(r)

connection with the above decomposition (1) of the stress tensor, we remark that σ a represents the stress
(r)

response in the material’s preferred direction, and σ i

is associated with the non-ﬁbrous matrix and bioﬂuids

surrounding the ﬁbrous part of the constituents and mainly represents any response under shear loading
and transverse normal straining with respect to the material’s preferred direction. Next, we provide speciﬁc
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(r)

constitutive equations for σ i

(r)

and σ a . It should also be remarked, however, that the homogenization

estimates obtained in subsection 2.2 hold for completely general constitutive relations for the phases.
(r)

The isotropic part of the stress σ i

in (1) is assumed to be of the following hyperelastic form
(r)

σi

=

2 ∂W (r) T
F
F ,
J
∂C

(2)

where F stands for the deformation gradient at point X, J = det F , C = F T F is the right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor and W (r) is the associated stored energy function of phase r. The latter function is
taken to be of the following Neo-Hookean form
W (r) (F ) =

 K (r)
G(r) 
2
(J − 1) ,
I1 − 3 +
2
2

(3)

where I 1 = J −2/3 I1 , with I1 = trC, while the constants G(r) and K (r) are respectively the shear and bulk
moduli of phase r. Making use of expression (3) in (2), it can be easily shown that


G(r)
1  
(r)
B − tr B δ + K (r) (J − 1) δ,
σi =
J
3

(4)

where B = J −2/3 B, with B = F F T being the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, and δ is the secondorder identity tensor. Note that, incompressible Neo-Hookean behavior corresponds to the limiting case
K (r) −→ ∞, along with the constraint J = 1, in (3) and (4). The above Neo-Hookean relations are
commonly used to model the isotropic behavior of soft biological tissues (e.g. Holzapfel et al., 2000).
(r)

The anisotropic part of the stress σ a in (1) is assumed to be of the form (Liang et al., 2006; Spyrou and Aravas,
2011)
(r)
m m,
σ (r)
a = σ

where
m=

(5)

1
F · m0
|F · m0 |

(6)

is the unit vector along the symmetry axis of transverse isotropy in the deformed conﬁguration, and σ (r) is
(r)

the current axial stress, which is given in terms of the reference axial stress σ0
(r) A0

σ (r) = σ0

A

(r)

= σ0

ds
(r)
(r)
= σ0 λm = σ0 (1 + εm
0 ),
ds0

by
(7)

where A and A0 denote respectively the current and reference material cross-sectional areas normal to the
ﬁber direction, λm is the axial stretch ratio in the muscle ﬁber direction and εm
0 = λm − 1 is the nominal
axial strain in the muscle ﬁber direction. Note that, in (7) use has been made of the incompressibility
(r)

constraint A0 ds0 = A ds. The constitutive relation for σ0

is diﬀerent for the muscle ﬁbers (r = 1) and the

ECM (r = 2), and it is deﬁned separately in the following subsections.

4

(1)

2.1.1. Anisotropic stress σ0

for the muscle fibers

Muscle ﬁbers exhibit both “active” and “passive” mechanical characteristics. Thus, the nominal longitudinal stress in a muscle ﬁber can be written as the sum of an active and a passive part:
(1)

(1,act)

σ0 = σ0

(1,pas)

+ σ0

.

(8)

The active behavior is known to depend on the ﬁber length and velocity of contraction as well as on the
activation level of the muscle, whereas the passive behavior depends mainly on the ﬁber length. From a
“continuum” point of view, this means that the muscle ﬁber stress depends on the local strain, strain-rate,
and activation level. Following Van Leeuwen and Kier (1997), we write
(1)

m
(1) m
σ0 = σmax fa fe (εm
0 ) fr (ε̇0 ) + fp (ε0 ),

(9)

where σmax is the maximum isometric stress that appears at optimal ﬁber length, fa is the activation function
(1,act)

that controls the magnitude of σ0

, fe describes the dependence of the active stress on the nominal

longitudinal strain εm
0 , fr is the function that relates the active muscle stress to the nominal longitudinal
(1)

strain rate ε̇m
0 , and fp

describes the dependence of the passive stress on the nominal longitudinal strain

εm
0 . In the above equation functions (fa , fe , fr ) are dimensionless and normalized so that
0 ≤ fa ≤ 1,

max
fe (εm
0 ) = 1,
m
ε0

fr (0) = 1.

(10)

In this work, the active stress-strain function fe is described by a normalized Weibull distribution with
and εm,opt
as proposed in Ehret et al. (2011)
two parameters εm,min
0
0
⎧
⎪
⎨ b1 exp (b1 +b2 )(b22 −b1 )
if b1 < 0
b2
2b2
m
fe (ε0 ) =
⎪
⎩0
else

(11)

m,min
where b1 = εm,min
− εm
− εm,opt
, εm,min
denotes the minimum nominal ﬁber strain at which
0 , b 2 = ε0
0
0
0

is the nominal optimal ﬁber strain, i.e. the ﬁber strain at
muscle ﬁber begins to develop force, and εm,opt
0
which muscle ﬁber reaches optimal length.
The well-known hyperbolic function fr is used to describe the strain rate dependence on the muscle ﬁber
stress (Böl and Reese, 2008; Van Leeuwen and Kier, 1997)
⎧
⎪
⎨d − (d − 1) 1+t∗ ∗
1−kc ke t
m
fr (ε̇0 ) =
⎪
⎩ 1−t∗∗
1+kc t

where t∗ =

ε̇m
0
,
ε̇m,min
0

if t∗ < 0
if t∗ ≥ 0

(12)

ε̇m,min
is the minimum nominal strain rate, and kc , ke , d are dimensionless material
0

constants.
5

Recent experimental studies have shown a linear stress-strain behavior of single muscle ﬁbers (Meyer and Lieber,
(1)

2011; Smith et al., 2011), thus the muscle ﬁber passive stress-strain relation fp
function of nominal ﬁber strain as
fp(1) (εm
0 )=

can be described by a linear

⎧

⎪
m,opt 
m,opt
⎨Ep εm
if εm
0 − ε0
0 > ε0
⎪
⎩0

(13)

else

is the minimum strain at which a muscle ﬁber develops passive stress
where we take into account that εm,opt
0
(Blemker et al., 2005; Zajac, 1989) and Ep is the muscle ﬁber’s passive elastic modulus.
(2)

2.1.2. Anisotropic stress σ0

for the ECM

The ECM’s collagenous ﬁber network develops only “passive” stresses and, in accord with experimental
studies, microscopically possesses a preferred direction. In particular, the orientation distribution of collagen
ﬁbrils in endomysium shows a circumferential bias with a mean ﬁbril angle of about 60◦ relative to the
muscle ﬁber direction (Purslow and Trotter, 1994). Accordingly, the collagen ﬁbrils in perimysium are
arranged in cross plies and oriented at about ±55◦ with respect to the muscle ﬁber direction (Purslow, 1989;
Purslow and Trotter, 1994).
In this study we consider the helical structure of ECM’s collagen ﬁbrils surrounding the muscle ﬁbers
similarly with the modeling scheme followed in Gindre et al. (2013); it is assumed that ECM’s ﬁber network
represents a helical ﬁber distribution with a preferred angle wrapped around the ﬁbers. Also, we take into
account that the collagen ﬁbril helices are constrained to deform with the muscle ﬁbers so that the stretch
in a collagen helix λH can be expressed in terms of the stretch λm and the initial collagen ﬁbril angle with
respect to the muscle ﬁber θ0 (Gindre et al., 2013) as


1 + λm 3 tan2 π2 − θ0


 ,
λH =
λm 1 + tan2 π2 − θ0

λm =

m0 · C · m0 .

(14)

Therefore, the total nominal ﬁber stress of ECM can be written as a function of the stretch in the muscle
ﬁber direction and the declination angle between the collagen ﬁbrils and the muscle ﬁber
(2)

σ0 = fp(2) (λH ) = fp(2) (λm , θ0 ).
(2)

An exponential function fp

(15)

is adopted here to describe the mechanical behavior of the collagenous

connective tissue (Holzapfel et al., 2000)
fp(2) (λH ) =

⎧


⎪
⎨A1 eA2(λH −1) − 1 if λH > 1
⎪
⎩0

(16)

else

where A1 and A2 are material coeﬃcients. In deriving the last equation we also took into account that ﬁbers
(both ECM’s collagen ﬁbers and muscle ﬁbers) do not support passive compressive loads as often assumed
in applications of continuum mechanics to soft ﬁbrous materials (e.g. Holzapfel and Ogden, 2015).
6

2.2. Homogenization estimates for the macroscopic behavior
Consider a representative volume element (RVE) of composite skeletal muscle material, as deﬁned above,
(1)

which in the undeformed conﬁguration occupies a region V0 with boundary ∂V0 , and let V0

(2)

and V0

be

the complementary parts of V0 occupied by muscle ﬁbers (phase 1) and ECM (phase 2), respectively. Then,
the volume fractions of the muscle ﬁbers and the ECM in the RVE are
|V0 (1) |
≡ c,
|V0 |

|V0 (2) |
≡ 1 − c,
|V0 |

(17)

respectively. The particular shape of ∂V0 is not important for our purpose here. We assume, however, that
the characteristic length of V0 is much larger than the diameter of a typical ﬁber, so that the notion of the
homogenized behavior of the composite at the level of the RVE makes sense.
The homogenization problem for the composite material of interest may be deﬁned by means of the
following boundary condition
 (t)X
x(t) = F

∀ X

∈

∂V0 ,

(18)

where X and x(t) denote the position vectors of any given material point on the boundary of the body in
 (t) is a deformation gradient
the undeformed and deformed (at time t) conﬁguration, respectively, while F
 (t) is constant for given t. Note that, due
tensor which may vary with time t, but is independent of X, i.e., F
to the assumed incompressibility of the material, the volume fractions of the phases (17) are independent of
the deformation of the body. Letting F (X, t) be the (unknown) deformation gradient ﬁeld produced in the
RVE under the boundary conditions (18), it can be easily shown that

1
 (t),
F (X, t)dX = F
|V0 | V0

(19)

 (t). For convei.e., the average of F (X, t) over the RVE V0 is equal to the applied deformation gradient F
nience and latter reference, we also introduce at this point the notation

1
 (t) ≡
σ(x, t)dx,
σ
|V | V

(20)

for the average of the corresponding (unknown) true stress ﬁeld σ(x, t) over the region V occupied by the
body in the deformed (at time t) conﬁguration.
Under the above considerations, the macroscopic or homogenized behavior of the skeletal muscle is deﬁned
 (t) and the history of the average deformation of the RVE, as
by the relation between the average stress σ
 (t). It is important to realize, however, that the determination of
prescribed by the deformation gradient F
this relation requires the computation of the local stress and deformation ﬁelds developed in the RVE under
the boundary conditions (18), which is in general a very diﬃcult problem. In order to handle this diﬃculty,
in this work we make use of the Voigt approximation that the deformation gradient ﬁeld F (X, t) is uniform
 (t), i.e.,
in the RVE and, therefore, equal to F
 (t),
F (X, t) ≈ F
7

(21)

which implies, in turn, that the stress ﬁeld σ(x, t) is constant-per-phase. Thus, the approximation (21)
yields the following estimate for the homogenized behavior of the skeletal muscle


 (t) ≈ c σ (1) (F(t))
+ (1 − c) σ (2) (F(t)),
σ

(22)

 (t)), with r = 1, 2, has been used in order to emphasize the fact that the response
where the notation σ (r) (F
 (t).
functions σ (r) of the phases, deﬁned in the previous subsection, must be evaluated at F = F
Taking into account the decomposition (1) for σ (r) , the macroscopic constitutive relation (22) may also
 a (t):
 i (t) and an anisotropic part σ
be written as a sum of an isotropic part σ
 (t) = σ
 i (t) + σ
 a (t).
σ

(23)

The isotropic stress in the above relation is given by




G
1  

 J − 1 δ,
 i (t) =
B(t)
− tr B(t)
δ +K
σ
3
J

(24)




 (t)F
 T (t), while
 (t), B(t)
= J−2/3 B(t),
with B(t)
=F
where J = det F
 = c G(1) + (1 − c) G(2) ,
G

 = c K (1) + (1 − c) K (2) ,
K

(25)

are respectively the eﬀective shear and bulk moduli of the composite. Note that, for incompressible phases
 −→ ∞ and J = 1, which in turn render the last term in (24) indeterminate,
(K (1) , K (2) −→ ∞), we have K
as expected. Note also that, just like the corresponding constitutive equations for the phases, the macroscopic
constitutive relation (24) is of the Neo-Hookean form. Furthermore, we remark that expression (24) may be
easily extended to constituents more general than Neo-Hookean. The anisotropic stress in (23) is given by


 a (t) = σ
 (t) m(t)
m(t),
σ

1

F

m(t)
= 
 (t) · m0 ,

F (t) · m0 

σ
(t) = σ
0 (t) (1 + εm
0 (t)) ,

(26)

where we recall that m0 is the unit vector along the symmetry axis of transverse isotropy in the undeformed



conﬁguration, εm
0 (t) = λm (t) − 1, with λm (t) denoting the stretch ratio induced by F (t) along the direction
m0 , and
(1)

σ
0 (t) = c σ0




˙ m (t) + (1 − c) σ (2) (
εm
(t),
ε

εm
0
0 (t))
0
0

(27)

is the eﬀective reference axial stress of the composite. Note that, in the above expression (27) the phase
(r)

response functions σ0 , with r = 1, 2, deﬁned in the previous subsection, must be evaluated at εm
0 (t) and
˙ m (t).
ε
0

At this point, it should be remarked that the Voigt estimate (22) or (23) determines the macroscopic
response of a skeletal muscle for completely general 3D loading conditions. This estimate has the advantage of being especially simple and easy to compute, but it also has the disadvantage of being independent
of microstructural information other than the volume fractions of the constituent phases. In general, the
8

predictions of the Voigt model are known to be stiﬀ and progressively more inaccurate with increasing
heterogeneity contrast (i.e., increasingly diﬀerent phase properties). However, for the special class of incompressible, transversely isotropic materials, the Voigt estimate is known (see, e.g., Agoras et al., 2009) to be
exact for axisymmetric loading conditions aligned with the symmetry axis of transverse isotropy, which in
the case of the skeletal muscle coincides with the direction of the ﬁbers. In addition, given that muscle response is practically much stiﬀer in the ﬁber direction than in the other material directions, for more general
loading conditions involving ﬁber stretching (
εm
0 (t) = 0), the axisymmetric mode is expected to have a major eﬀect on the macroscopic behavior of the composite material. Therefore, for general loading conditions
with εm
0 (t) = 0, the Voigt estimate (22) or (23) is also expected to deliver reasonably accurate predictions.
This assertion is further investigated in section 4, where the predictions of the model are compared with
corresponding full-ﬁeld FE simulations. On the other hand, for loading conditions in which εm
0 (t) = 0,
i.e., for longitudinal and transverse shear loadings, the estimate (22) or (23) is expected to be accurate for
relatively small heterogeneity contrast and to become increasingly more inaccurate with increasing contrast.
The development of more accurate estimates for longitudinal and transverse shear loadings would require
the use of more sophisticated homogenization techniques (e.g., deBotton et al., 2006; Agoras et al., 2009;
Lopez-Pamies and Idiart, 2010; López Jı́menez, 2014), accounting properly for microstructural information
beyond the volume fractions of the phases (including the shape and distribution of ﬁbers in the transverse
plane), and will be pursued in future work.
The constitutive model developed in this section has been implemented in the ABAQUS general-purpose
ﬁnite element program (ABAQUS, 2009). ABAQUS provides a general interface so that a particular constitutive model can be introduced as a “user subroutine” (UMAT). A detailed description of the model’s
numerical implementation is provided in the Appendix.
3. The numerical model
In this section we present a numerical homogenization approach using a suﬃciently complex three dimensional periodic unit cell. Inspired by skeletal muscle histological cross-sections (see for e.g. Sharaﬁ and Blemker
(2011)) a muscle structure may be numerically approximated to be composed of identical hexagonal unitcells. The purpose of this numerical analysis is mainly to validate the analytical estimates presented in the
previous section. In the present study one of the most critical constraints in the construction of the unit
cell is the extremely high volume fraction (usually > 60% and up to 95%) of the muscle ﬁbers together with
the ﬁnite strains applied in the composite system.
Previous studies have attempted to model the complex distribution and cross-sectional shape of the
muscle ﬁbers using anatomical (Sharaﬁ and Blemker, 2010, 2011) or geometrically random structural cells
(Virgilio et al., 2015). In spite of those studies we propose, instead, a unit cell (see Fig. 1) that has the
9
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Figure 1: Periodic hexagonal unit-cell FE meshes with (a) 70% FVF, (b) 80% FVF, and (c) 90% FVF. Fibers and ECM are
shown in red and blue colour respectively. Fiber direction is taken along the global z-axis.

following properties:
• the unit cell is periodic, i.e, it is representative and ergodic in the sense of the strict mathematical
terminology of homogenization and describes completely the homogenized material response by using
appropriate periodic boundary conditions (Michel et al., 1999).
• the cross section of the ﬁbers is hexagonal while the ﬁbers themselves are distributed in a hexagonal
pattern allowing to easily reach extremely high volume fractions up to 100%.
• the unit cell is simple enough comprising two complete ﬁbers (one plus four quarters) thus allowing
for a good meshing strategy and in general very good mesh quality, which is necessary for the large
strain calculations carried out in this study.
• taking into account the invariance of the composite along the ﬁber direction, only one element is
used along this direction, thus reducing the cost of the numerical simulation, while allowing for any
three dimensional loading condition that produces homogeneous stress and strain ﬁelds along the ﬁber
direction of the tissue.
More speciﬁcally, Fig. 1 shows the FE meshes of the unit-cell for ﬁber volume fraction FVF = (70%,
80%, 90%) used in the calculations. The constitutive models described in Section 2.1 are used to describe the behavior of the constituents. The ﬁber size (i.e. superscribed diameter) was taken as 50 μm
(Sharaﬁ and Blemker, 2011). Eight-node hexahedral hybrid elements (C3D8H in ABAQUS) were utilized
in order to handle exactly (in a numerical sense) the incompressible behavior of the muscle ﬁbers and ECM.
Also, it was assumed that bonding between ﬁbers and ECM is perfect so that a rigid mesh connection
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between the constituents was applied. A preliminary analysis showed that the behavior of the unit-cell was
insensitive to the number of elements used through the out-of-plane direction (ﬁber direction), thus one
element thick meshes were used in the current analyses. Mesh sensitivity studies revealed that meshes with
approximately 1,700, 2,200, 3,700 elements for a unit-cell with 70%, 80%, 90% FVF respectively (such as
the meshes shown in Fig. 1) produce accurate results.
3.1. Periodic boundary conditions
In this section we discuss the application of periodic boundary conditions necessary for the analysis of
the above described periodic unit cells. These conditions are necessary in order to be able to extract a
homogenized response out of the numerical unit cell. In addition, the periodicity conditions directly imply
that the proposed unit cell can be inﬁnitely repeated in the three directions to provide a representative
muscle structure, whereby requiring only the solution of a single unit cell to estimate the homogenized
response.
Practically, this requires the mesh to be identical in all opposite faces of the unit-cell, i.e., the nodes in
opposing faces of the unit cell to be one-to-one connected. Consider a three dimensional cuboid unit cell
with length axes (L1 , L2 , L3 ). Then, the periodic boundary conditions read (Lopez-Pamies et al., 2013)


 − δ · X + u∗
u= F

(28)

 denotes the average deformation gradient of the unit-cell which is equal to
where the second-order tensor F
the applied deformation gradient, X denotes the spatial coordinates in the reference conﬁguration, and u∗
is a periodic displacement ﬁeld.

1

Next, one needs to ﬁx one node to cancel the rigid body motion in the FE calculations. For convenience,
we choose this node to be at the origin such that ui (0, 0, 0) = 0 (i = 1, 3).
Subsequently, one can subtract the nodal displacements of opposite boundary sides so that we get the
following nodal constraints for the corner nodes of the unit-cell ∀i = 1, 3 (Mbiakop et al., 2015)


ui (L1 , 0, 0) − ui (0, 0, 0) = Fi1 − δi1 L1


ui (0, L2 , 0) − ui (0, 0, 0) = Fi2 − δi2 L2


ui (0, 0, L3) − ui (0, 0, 0) = Fi3 − δi3 L3

(29)

The above simple relations show that the displacement components of the corner nodes (L1 , 0, 0), (0, L2 , 0)
 . Then, one can write the
and (0, 0, L3 ) are one-to-one connected to the average deformation gradient F
constraint equations for the rest of the nodes lying on opposite faces of the unit-cell making use of Eq. (29),
1 For

 corresponds to the volume average of F in the unit cell the reader is
a detailed proof of the fact that the applied F

referred to Michel et al. (1999) and Javili et al. (2013).
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i.e., ∀i = 1, 3



ui (L1 , x2 , x3 ) − ui (0, x2 , x3 ) = Fi1 − δi1 L1 = ui (L1 , 0, 0)


ui (x1 , L2 , x3 ) − ui (x1 , 0, x3 ) = Fi2 − δi2 L2 = ui (0, L2 , 0)


ui (x1 , x2 , L3 ) − ui (x1 , x2 , 0) = Fi3 − δi3 L3 = ui (0, 0, L3 )

(30)

The above algebraic analysis reveals that all periodic linear constraints between all nodes can be written
in terms of the displacements of three corner nodes, i.e., ui (L1 , 0, 0), ui (0, L2 , 0) and ui (0, 0, L3), which,
 by Eq. (29). This, further, implies that the only nodes that boundary
in turn, are given in terms of F
conditions need to be applied to are lying on opposite faces of the unit-cell (L1 , 0, 0), (0, L2 , 0) and (0, 0, L3 )
(together with the axes origin (0, 0, 0) which is ﬁxed). In ABAQUS the periodicity constraints are enforced
through the “EQUATION” option.
 is calculated as σ
 =
The volume average true stress tensor in the unit-cell σ


i


σ i Vi


i

Vi where

σ i and Vi are the true stress tensor evaluated at the centroid and the volume of the i-th ﬁnite element
respectively. The volume average nominal (1st Piola-Kirchhoﬀ) stress tensor t is then computed by the
 , where F
 corresponds to the average deformation gradient in the
 −1 · σ
 . Here, J = det F
relation t = J F
unit cell and has been deﬁned via the periodic boundary conditions in Eq. (28) and is directly linked to the
displacement of the corner nodes (L1 , 0, 0), (0, L2 , 0) and (0, 0, L3 ), as discussed in the context of Eq. (29).
.
All loadings are characterized by the macroscopic applied average deformation gradient F
4. Results
In this section, we compare the predictions of the analytical model for the skeletal muscle developed in
section 2 with corresponding experimental results available from the literature and FE calculations based
on the unit-cell analysis discussed in section 3. In addition, we examine the eﬀect of muscle ﬁber’s elastic
modulus, ECM’s stiﬀness in its preferred direction, declination angle between the muscle ﬁbers direction
and the ECM’s preferred direction, and the velocity of contraction on the eﬀective muscle response. The
model parameters used in the calculations of this section are given in the following subsection.
4.1. Model parameters
In the current study we assume that muscle response under passive compression is associated with
the isotropic (Neo-Hookean) behavior of muscle ﬁbers and ECM. The macroscopic shear modulus of the
 can be determined from uniaxial compression experiments on whole muscle tissues, such as those
muscle G
reported in Van Loocke et al. (2006). However, experimental measurements for the shear moduli of the
constituents themselves do not currently exist in the literature. A previous work only suggests that the
shear modulus of endomysium is of the same order of magnitude as that of muscle (Sharaﬁ and Blemker,
2011). Therefore, we examine skeletal muscle response over a range of shear moduli contrasts between
12


muscle ﬁber and ECM G(1) G(2) = 2, 5, 10, with G(2) = 1 kPa. Also, we assign the corresponding bulk
modulus to be 10,000 times the shear modulus in order to account for the incompressible behavior of the


constituents K (r) = 104 G(r) , r = 1, 2 .
For the anisotropic part of muscle ﬁbers we need to set the values for σmax and the parameters that
(1)

enter the functions fe , fr , and fp

in Eqs. (11)–(13). Here, the values for σmax , as well as εm,opt
and
0

that enter the active stress-strain function fe are directly obtained from the experimental measureεm,min
0
ments of Hawkins and Bey (1994) on rat tibialis anterior muscles. These experimental results are further
used for comparison with the analytical model predictions in Section 4.2. The values for the parameters
, kc , ke , d that enter the active stress-strain rate function fr are taken from Böl and Reese (2008). The
ε̇m,min
0
(1)

muscle ﬁber’s passive elastic modulus Ep that enters the passive stress-strain function fp

is obtained from

the single ﬁber experimental results of Thacker et al. (2012) on rat tibialis anterior muscles. Also, we assume
fully active muscle ﬁbers (fa = 1) when the activity of the muscle is taken into account in the analysis and
fa = 0 when muscle exhibits only passive behavior.
Table 1: Model parameters used in the analysis

Parameter

Value

Reference


G

2.5 kPa

Van Loocke et al. (2006)


K

 kPa
104 × G

-

σmax

73 kPa

Hawkins and Bey (1994)

εm,min
0
εm,opt
0
m,min
ε̇0

-0.318

Hawkins and Bey (1994)

0.192

Hawkins and Bey (1994)

-17 s−1

Böl and Reese (2008)

kc

5

Böl and Reese (2008)

ke

5

Böl and Reese (2008)

d

1.5

Böl and Reese (2008)

Ep

63 kPa

Thacker et al. (2012)

A1

53 kPa

Holzapfel et al. (2005)

A2

110

Holzapfel et al. (2005)

θ0

59◦

Purslow and Trotter (1994)

c

0.95

Lieber et al. (2003)

Regarding skeletal muscle’s ECM anisotropic behavior we need to assign the values for the parameters
(2)

A1, A2 and the angle θ0 that enter the function fp

in Eq. (16). Here we follow Bleiler et al. (2015) where

the parameters A1, A2 are ﬁtted to uniaxial extension measurements on collagenous tissues reported in
Holzapfel et al. (2005). In particular, we adopt the data of Holzapfel et al. (2005) for the ventro-lateral
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Figure 2: Muscle response under loadings in the muscle ﬁber direction. Analytical model predictions in comparison with the
experimental data of Hawkins and Bey (1994).

Total

Total

Passive

Passive

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Muscle response under loadings in the muscle ﬁber direction. Analytical model predictions compared to FE unit-cell
simulations for (a) G(1) /G(2) = 10 and various FVF, and (b) FVF = 90% and various shear moduli contrasts G(1) /G(2) . The
shear modulus of ECM is taken as G(2) = 1 kPa.

external region of human lumbar anulus ﬁbrosus which maximize the agreement between the model and the
experimental results of Hawkins and Bey (1994). Also, we account for an angle θ0 between the muscle ﬁber
direction and the ECM’s ﬁber network preferred direction based on Purslow and Trotter (1994).
Finally, the value for the ﬁber volume fraction c that appears in Eq. (22) is chosen according to
Lieber et al. (2003) for healthy muscles. All the input data used in the current analysis are summarized in
Table 1.
4.2. Comparison with experimental data and FE simulations
The analytical homogenization model is used to predict muscle response under uniaxial loading where
the muscle ﬁber direction coincides with the loading direction. The model predictions are compared to the
experimental results of Hawkins and Bey (1994), who measured the passive and active stress-strain response
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of a healthy rat tibialis anterior muscle. The experimental data were obtained under isometric conditions,
thus the strain rate dependence on the muscle ﬁber stress is omitted (fr (ε̇m
0 ) = 1). All the rest input data
used in the model are shown in Table 1 and described in Section 4.1. Fig. 2 shows a very good agreement
between the model predictions and the experiments for both total (active and passive) and passive muscle
response.
The inﬂuence of ﬁber volume fraction and shear moduli contrast on the eﬀective muscle response in the
muscle ﬁber direction is shown in Fig. 3. Comparison between the analytical model predictions and the FE
unit-cell calculations shows excellent agreement (Fig. 3). Fig. 3a shows that increased volume fractions of
ECM in a muscle may result in a manifold increase in muscle stress output when muscle is stretched in the
ﬁber direction. A cross-over of the total response occurs at large enough tensile strains; while at smaller
strains, the higher FVF leads to higher stresses, this response is reversed at larger strains (∼> 0.3). This
cross-over is directly attributed to the increasing role of the ECM part, which becomes rather important
at larger strains and tends to lead to higher stresses for lower FVF. On the other hand, the shear moduli
contrast between muscle ﬁbers and ECM (and thus the isotropic behavior of the constituents) seems to have
only a weak eﬀect on the total anisotropic tissue response, as shown in Fig. 3b.
In addition to loadings in the ﬁber direction, the analytical model is also able to capture the muscle
response under shear loadings across the ﬁbers (perpendicular shear) (Fig. 4), as shown in Fig. 5. In
particular, we examine the material responses under the shear deformations Fxz and Fyz , where z-axis is
aligned in the undeformed ﬁber direction, for various ﬁber volume fractions and shear moduli contrasts
between the constituents. It is noted that analytical and FE unit-cell calculations result in the same muscle
response under either Fxz or Fyz loading. The comparisons between the analytical and numerical model
predictions presented in Fig. 5 show a very good agreement especially in the case where the activity of
the muscle ﬁbers is taken into account. Fig. 5 also indicates that the estimates of the analytical model
under shear loadings become less accurate as the FVF is decreased and at the same time the shear moduli
contrast is increased. The analysis results show that muscle ﬁbers control the overall muscle response when
shear strains are maintained under a certain threshold (

0.7 − 0.8 in the present case) whereas above this

threshold the eﬀective response becomes dominated by ECM’s behavior.
Note that perpendicular shear is the only mode of simple shear in which the ﬁbers are stretched, thus
causing a stress to develop in the direction normal to the applied shear deformation. Fig. 6 shows that, for
various FVF, a positive normal stress in the undeformed muscle ﬁber direction is developed when the ﬁbers
are either active or passive. In addition, this normal stress appears to be in the same order of magnitude
with the corresponding shear stress.
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Figure 4:

Schematic representation of perpendicular (out-of-plane) simple shear loading Fxz : (a) 2D sketch of undeformed

and deformed conﬁgurations (the dark lines represent the ﬁbers) and (b) superimposed undeformed and deformed shape of the
unit-cell with 70% FVF and G(1) /G(2) = 2. Fibers and ECM are shown in red and blue colour respectively.
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Figure 5:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Perpendicular simple shear total (active and passive) and passive behavior under either Fxz or Fyz loading for

various shear moduli contrasts when (a and c) FVF = 90%, and (b and d) FVF = 70%.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: Normal stress-shear strain behavior under perpendicular simple shear loading Fxz or Fyz for various FVF when (a)
muscle ﬁbers are fully active, and (b) muscle ﬁbers remain passive. In both cases G(1) /G(2) = 10.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Anisotropic muscle stress-strain response dependence on (a) muscle ﬁber’s elastic modulus, and (b) ECM’s stiﬀness
in its preferred direction. The values Ep = 160 kP a (stiﬀ) and Ep = 6 kP a (compliant) were chosen for muscle ﬁber’s
elastic modulus as the highest and lowest values among various muscles reported in Gillies and Lieber (2011). Based on the
experimental data of Holzapfel et al. (2005) a tenfold decrease of the parameter A1 in Eq. (16), i.e. A1 = 5.3 kP a was assumed
realistic to represent a more compliant behavior in ECM’s preferred direction.

4.3. Influence of material parameters on muscle response
In the previous section the analytical model for skeletal muscle has been validated through experimental
and FE results. In this section we will focus on the analytical model estimates only and explore the eﬀect
of a number of parameters including muscle ﬁber’s passive elastic modulus, ECM’s stiﬀness in its preferred
direction, declination angle between the muscle ﬁbers direction and the ECM’s preferred direction, and the
velocity of contraction. The goal is to reveal the inﬂuence of micromechanical parameters on the macroscopic
muscle behavior. The parameter values presented in Table 1 are used in the analysis and the strain rate
dependence on active muscle ﬁber stress (ε̇m
0 = 0) is only considered when the inﬂuence of velocity of
contraction is examined.
Fig. 7 shows the eﬀects of muscle ﬁber’s passive elastic modulus and ECM’s stiﬀness in its preferred
direction on muscle anisotropic behavior. Muscle response seems to be weakly dependent on the muscle’s
ﬁber modulus (Fig. 7a). On the other hand, in Fig. 7b we observe a strong dependence of the eﬀective
response on ECM’s stiﬀness. An even stronger dependence of the eﬀective response upon the angle θ0
between the muscle ﬁbers direction and the ECM’s preferred direction can be observed in Fig. 8a. Fig. 8a
shows that even a small change in θ0 may lead to orders of magnitude diﬀerent muscle stress output when
muscle is stretched in the ﬁber direction. Finally, in Fig. 8b we examine the inﬂuence of velocity of contraction
on muscle’s response. To do this we calculate again muscle stress from Eq. (9) by assuming that muscle
m
shortens or extends with a constant strain rate (ε̇m
0 = 0) based on the function fr (ε̇0 ) (Eq. (12)). The

isometric case (ε̇m
0 = 0) is also included in the same ﬁgure for illustration. The values used in the current
, kc , ke , d that enter the function fr are presented in Table 1.
analysis for the parameters ε̇m,min
0
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e&0m = -1.5 s-1

e&0m = -5 s-1

(a)

Figure 8:

(b)

Anisotropic muscle stress-strain response dependence on (a) the angle θ0 between the muscle ﬁbers direction and

the ECM’s preferred direction, and (b) velocity of active contraction.

5. Discussion
An analytical constitutive model incorporating microstructural characteristics has been developed for
skeletal muscles subjected to three-dimensional loading conditions. In order to achieve this goal a straightforward homogenization scheme has been used to bridge the diﬀerent length scales of the muscle structure.
Due to its simplicity and numerical eﬃciency, the proposed muscle model has been numerically implemented
in a user-material subroutine which, in turn, allows for the simulation of three dimensional geometries of
any complexity, which is critical for biological systems.
The muscle model presented in this study has been validated by comparison with experimental data and
full ﬁeld FE calculations of periodic unit-cells. The model has been found to be in very good agreement with
the experimental results and the FE results for a range of ﬁber volume fractions and loading conditions. The
analysis revealed that increased fractions of ECM in a muscle volume may lead to a signiﬁcant stiﬀer muscle
response. This ﬁnding is in accord with Smith et al. (2011) who showed that ECM’s passive behavior has
signiﬁcant implications in the increased muscle stiﬀness of spastic muscles in patients with cerebral palsy.
Since FVF depends on whether the muscle is healthy or diseased (i.e. decreasing FVF with diseased muscles
(Lieber et al., 2003)), it is important that the analytical model can predict muscle behavior accurately within
a vast range of ﬁber volume fractions and diﬀerent material properties of the constituents.
In line with the experimental study of Meyer and Lieber (2011) the model has been able to predict that
ECM’s stiﬀ and highly nonlinear behavior is mainly responsible for the total muscle response under stretching
in the ﬁber direction. Also, the model has been able to shed light on how muscle’s macroscopic response
is aﬀected by changes of the muscle ﬁbers’ elastic modulus, ECM’s stiﬀness in its preferred direction, and
declination angle between the muscle ﬁbers direction and the ECM’s preferred direction. An important
ﬁnding of this work is that the muscle response when muscle ﬁbers become stretched is signiﬁcantly more
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inﬂuenced by ECM’s material properties (stiﬀness and preferred orientation with respect to muscle ﬁbers)
than the muscle’s ﬁbers modulus, even if ECM accounts for only 5% of the muscle volume. A characteristic
cross-over is taking place between curves of diﬀerent volume fractions at large strains where the ECM
response becomes important. In this large strain range, the homogenized response of the ﬁber-ECM system
gives higher stresses with decreasing FVF, while this eﬀect is reversed at lower strains where the FVF
controls the response. Furthermore, it has been shown that signiﬁcant diﬀerences in muscle response arise
between isometric and non-isometric contractions as a result of the strain rate dependence on the active
muscle ﬁber stress.
Most materials exhibit the so-called positive Poynting eﬀect in the sense that under simple shear loading
conditions the material tends to expand in the direction normal to the applied shear deformation. However,
in ﬁber-reinforced soft tissues under perpendicular shear loading, recent experimental (Janmey et al., 2007)
and theoretical (Destrade et al., 2014) ﬁndings suggest the presence of a signiﬁcant negative or reverse
Poynting eﬀect which causes the sheared faces of the material to tend to come together; in that case a
tensile normal stress in the direction perpendicular to the shear stress is developed as a consequence of the
simple shear deformation mode. In this study, the model has been able to predict the signiﬁcant reverse
Poynting eﬀect under perpendicular simple shear loading which is accompanied with the development of
positive (tensile) normal stress in the undeformed ﬁber direction. As in previous studies, the normal and
shear stresses have been found to be of the same order of magnitude.
In view of the presented analytical model, we remark that equation (27) in Section 2.2 can be easily
modiﬁed to compute muscle force instead of muscle stress in the ﬁber direction. The 1-D equation for
muscle force, which then includes explicitly the volume fraction of ﬁbers in the ECM, can be incorporated
into rigid-body musculoskeletal modeling frameworks through modiﬁed Hill-type muscle models in order to
be able to study how the volume fractions and material properties of muscle constituents would aﬀect the
whole body movement.
ECM’s behavior was simpliﬁed to be transversely isotropic assuming a single preferred direction in the
material. For a more realistic material description this model can be substituted by any other model that
takes into account the internal microstructure of ECM, i.e., the presence of a ﬁber network at a much
smaller length scale than that of the muscle ﬁber itself (e.g. Chen et al., 2011; deBotton and Oren, 2013;
Tkachuk and Linder, 2012). Also, due to lack of direct measurements on muscle’s connective tissue behavior
(especially those for endomysium and perimysium which mostly interact with muscle ﬁbers), experimental
data for another collagenous tissue (human lumbar anulus ﬁbrosus) were used to describe ECM’s behavior
in this study. Nonetheless, the data adopted here reﬂect the high nonlinear and much stiﬀer than the muscle
ﬁbers passive behavior of muscle’s ECM as indirectly determined by Meyer and Lieber (2011).
In the present work, a Voigt homogenization scheme has been employed to bridge the diﬀerent scales of the
muscle tissue. This scheme is known to account for the microstructure only through the volume fraction of
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the phases. For loading conditions involving no ﬁber stretching, i.e., longitudinal and in-plane shear loadings,
the proposed Voigt-type model is expected to deliver predictions that are stiﬀ and become progressively more
inaccurate with increasing heterogeneity contrast. In order to overcome this shortcoming, the development of
more sophisticated homogenization schemes accounting for microstructural information beyond the volume
fractions of the phases is required. Recent progress in modeling ﬁber-reinforced elastomers (e.g. Agoras et al.,
2009; deBotton et al., 2006; López Jı́menez, 2014; Lopez-Pamies and Idiart, 2010) may prove useful to this
end. This possibility will be investigated in future work.
It should be remarked that both the numerical and the analytical models proposed in this work involve
the assumption that the muscle-ﬁber and ECM phases are initially perfectly bonded and remain perfectly
bonded throughout any given loading. This hypothesis is expected to be reasonably accurate, in general (i.e.,
for situations in which the muscle tissue is healthy and subjected to normal loading conditions). However,
in situations where the applied loads lead to excessively large tissue stresses or strains (e.g. during active
lengthening contraction) or when muscle tissue suﬀers from a disease (e.g. Duchenne muscular dystrophy),
local interfacial debonding may occur due to local damage of the transmembrane connections of the phases
(Gao et al., 2008; Virgilio et al., 2015). In general, the imperfect phase bonding is expected to lead to a
softer macroscopic response for the skeletal muscle. It would certainly be of interest to investigate the eﬀect
of imperfect phase bonding. Speciﬁcally, in the context of a numerical homogenization scheme, the FE unitcells presented in Section 3 can be altered to include phase boundary imperfections by either accounting for
a third thin solid interphase at the ﬁber-ECM boundaries or by connecting the coincident boundary mesh
nodes of ﬁber and ECM with springs of diﬀerent stiﬀnesses (Spring and Paulino, 2015; Virgilio et al., 2015;
Würkner et al., 2013). These aspects will be examined in a future work. It should be emphasized, however,
that accounting for imperfect bonding in the context of an analytical homogenization model is a non-trivial
task (see, e.g., related work by Bigoni et al., 1998; Hashin, 1990, 1992, for linear elastic composites).
Finally, it should be pointed out that several important muscle features, such as diﬀerent ﬁber types (fastor slow-twitch), grouping of ﬁbers in motor units, ﬁber recruitment, muscle fatigue, and muscle residual force
enhancement are not included in the present model. The addition of such features in the model is beyond
the scope of this study and will be taken into account in a future work.
6. Conclusions
A new constitutive model for skeletal muscle tissue taking into account the volume fractions and the
material properties of its constituents is developed. Despite the limitations of the present model, to the best
knowledge of the authors, this is the ﬁrst microstructural continuum model in the literature which is able
to describe the macroscopic active and passive behavior of skeletal muscles. The model is used to shed light
on how several micromechanical changes may aﬀect muscle’s macroscopic behavior. Our analysis, in accord
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with former literature, suggests that changes in intramuscular connective tissue may have a signiﬁcant role
in the increased muscle stiﬀness resulted by diseases, such as spasticity. Such observations may lead to new
therapeutic treatments on skeletal muscle disease-related dysfunctions. In addition, the constitutive model is
numerically implemented in a ﬁnite-element framework which provides the opportunity to investigate clinical
related problems in a multiscale framework by analyzing three-dimensional anatomical muscle structures.
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Appendix
In this appendix we describe the numerical implementation of the analytical constitutive model in the
context of the ﬁnite element method. In view of the non-linearity and the rate dependence of the model,
the ﬁnite element solution is developed incrementally. The constitutive calculations are carried out at the
element Gauss integration points. In particular, at a given Gauss point, the directional vector in the reference
 n, σ
 n , εm
conﬁguration m0 , the homogenized solution (F
0 |n ) at time tn as well as the average deformation
 n+1 at time tn+1 = tn + Δt are known, and the problem is to determine (
 n+1 ).
σ n+1 , εm
gradient F
0 |n+1 , m
The constitutive calculations at the Gauss points are carried out in the following order:
−1/3

 n+1
 n+1 = det F
 n+1 ,
F
F
T

 n+1 = F
 n+1 · F

B
n+1 ,
 n+1 =
m

(32)

1
 n+1 · m0 ,
F

|F n+1 · m0 |

m |n+1 =
λ

(31)

(33)


T · F
 n+1 · m0 ,
m0 · F
n+1

(34)


εm
0 |n+1 = λm |n+1 − 1,

(35)

m
εm |n+1 − εm
0 |n
,
ε˙ 0 |n+1 = 0
Δt

(36)

 = c · G(1) + (1 − c) · G(2) ,
G

(37)

 = c · K (1) + (1 − c) · K (2) ,
K

(38)

m
(1)
εm
˙ 0 |n+1 ) + fp (1) (
εm
σ0 |n+1 = σmax fa |n+1 fe (
0 |n+1 )fr (ε
0 |n+1 ),

(39)
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(2)
m |n+1 , θ0 ),
σ0 |n+1 = fp(2) (λ
(1)

(40)
(2)

σ
0 |n+1 = c · σ0 |n+1 + (1 − c) · σ0 |n+1 ,
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(42)
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 a |n+1 = σ
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(44)

 i |n+1 + σ
 a |n+1 .
 |n+1 = σ
σ

(45)

The “implicit” version of ABAQUS is used, in which the ﬁnite element formulation is based on the weak
form of the equilibrium equations, the solution is carried out incrementally, and the discretized nonlinear
equations are solved by using Newton’s method. The Jacobian of the equilibrium Newton-loop requires the
so-called “linearization moduli” of the algorithm that handles the constitutive equations; these moduli are
 that relates the variation of stress ∂ σ
 to the variation of strain
deﬁned in terms of a fourth-order tensor C
∂
ε over the increment under consideration:

 i
 a : ∂
 : ∂
 +C
=C
ε.
∂σ
ε= C

(46)

 i and C
 a are reported in Suchocki (2011) and Spyrou (2009) respectively.
The details of the derivation of C
Here we note that




 
 2J − 1 δij δkl ,
 jl + B
 ik δjl + δil B
 jk + B
 il δjk − 2 δij B
 kl − 2 B
 ij δkl + 2 δij δkl B
 mm + K
 iijkl = G 1 δik B
C
3
3
9
J 2
(47)
and
 a = (1 + εm )(
σ0 + D) Hijkl + σ
 Aijkl ,
C
0
ijkl


with
D = (1 +

εm
0 )

σ0
∂
σ0
1 ∂
+
m
˙
∂
ε0
Δt ∂ εm
0


,

 im
 jm
 km
 l,
Hijkl = m
Aijkl =

(48)

1
1
(δik m
 j + δjk m
 i) m
 l + (δil m
 j + δjl m
 i) m
 k − 2 Hijkl .
2
2

(49)
(50)
(51)

In equations 47–51 all quantities are evaluated at the end of the increment under consideration, i.e., at
 has both the “minor” and “major” symmetries, i.e.,
t = tn+1 . It is noted that the fourth-order tensor C
 jikl = C
 ijlk = C
 klij .
 ijkl = C
C
23

(52)
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